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Introduction 

 3D-IC.  

 more bandwidth with effective chip footprint.  

 heterogeneous integration: cores, memories, analog devices. 

 overcomes the barriers in interconnect scaling.  

 New cooling challenges. 

 high power density due to the 

placement of computational units on 

top of each other.  

 Cooling and thermal problems are of 

high priority and are hot research 

topics. 



Introduction 

 Active cooling techniques. 

 Micro-channel based liquid cooling removes up to 200–400 W/cm2 

and has the potential to reach 1000 W/cm2.  

 Fast full-chip thermal modeling and simulation are required 

to design efficient cooling solutions for optimal chip 

performance and reliability. 

 Partial thermal diffusion equation. 

 FDM, FEM, computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD). 

 To solve the transient heat 

equations, an efficient linear 

solver is desired. 



Introduction 

 GPU takes advantage of the inherent parallelism in linear algebra.  

 massively parallel architectures. 

 Tera-scale computing capability.  

 Direct solver on GPU is still unsatisfactory.  

 Sparse LU solvers have more complicated forms of parallelism.  

 Memory access pattern and control flow are tough for GPU.  

 Iterative solvers, such as Generalized Minimum RESidual 

(GMRES) method, are favorable to GPU. 

 Only matrix vector products are 

needed.  

 GPU GMRES can be faster than 

sparse LU for large problems. 

 Preconditioners further improve 

convergence. 



Introduction 

 We propose a preconditioned GMRES solver on GPU.  

 It speeds up transient thermal simulation of 3D-IC with 

integrated liquid cooling inter-tier micro-channels. 

 Unlike existing thermal analysis methods (approximation 

or compact models for liquid cooling micro-channels), we  

 Start from the channels’ physical heat equations to 

model 3D-IC. 

 Directly solve the resulting PDEs using GMRES. 

 To accelerate numerical solving of large linear systems, 

we explore the massive parallelism in GPU.  
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Modeling of 3D-ICs with micro-channels 

 A 3D system. 

 stacked layers (cores, L2 

caches, crossbar, memory 

controllers, buffers, etc.)   

 micro-channels (built in-

between the vertically stacked 

layers for liquid cooling). 

 Forced inter-layer convective cooling with water. 

 Micro-channels are distributed uniformly. 

 Fluid flows in channels have the same flow rate.  

o Flow rate can be dynamically altered at runtime by the pump. 
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Modeling of 3D-ICs with micro-channels 

the heat transfer equation of incompressible material 

FDM 

FDM 

thermal conductivity internal energy convection coeff 

Equivalent thermal circuit equation: convection 

conduction 

heat generation in 

vol. rate of heat 

generation 



 In micro-channels, cell thermal behavior 

along the flow direction is dominated by 

convective heat transfer, which  is modeled 

as a temp.-controlled heat source (VCCS in 

circuit model). 

 

 Since VCCS is used, the G matrix will be 

asymmetric. 

 

 Sidewall of channel: Boundary conductance 

is used. 

Modeling of 3D-ICs with micro-channels 

Channel cells 



 In solid bodies (chips or packages), the flow rate        is 

0. Therefore, no convection term is involved. 

 

Modeling of 3D-ICs with micro-channels 

 For fluid cells, some models with macromodeling based 

approximation use resistors     , while our VCCS model 

is derived naturally from the energy equation. 

 



Modeling of 3D-ICs with micro-channels 

The 3D IC model used in our work. 

Geometrical and material information of the 3D IC 



Modeling of 3D-ICs with micro-channels 

Our proposed model 

Sparsity pattern of circuit matrix 
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GPU accelerated GMRES 

 GMRES is an iterative method for solving large-scale 

systems of linear equations             . 

 GMRES constructs a Krylov subspace. In the case of 

left preconditioning, the subspace is  

 

 Its solution is a linear combination of subspace basis 

vectors:                              . 

 Matrix-vector multiplication, orthogonalization and normalization 

of vectors are involved in GMRES. 

 Arnoldi iteration is used in this work. Its by-product, Hessenberg 

matrix, together with a right-hand side vector, are used to check 

residual in each iteration. 



Residual is checked at the 

end of each iteration to 

decide whether more 

iterations are needed. 

MVP, inner product, normalization are 

done on GPU, while the elements of 

Hessenberg matrix are transferred to 

CPU. 

Memcpy to GPU. 

GPU accelerated GMRES 



GPU accelerated GMRES 

Basis vectors are saved 

in GPU memory. 

Hessenberg matrix and 

residual rhs are saved in 

CPU memory. 



Preconditioner for GMRES 

 A well chosen perconditioner makes GMRES faster. 

 It should be easily embedded into GPU GMRES iteration. 

 Usually construction of preconditioners are carried out on CPU 

for its serial computation nature.  

 Preconditioner is reused in GPU for all transient steps. 

 Diagonal preconditioner (DIAG) is the most simple one, 

but its application is quite limited. 

 Incomplete LU (ILU0):  

 The approximate inverse preconditioner (AINV) 

approximate        directly. AINV preconditioner tends to 

have more non-zeros than ILU0, and it is more 

expensive. 
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Numerical experiments 

 The proposed GPU GMRES is implemented using C and 

NVIDIA CUDA. 

 CPU GMRES and GPU GMRES are directly compared. 

 SuperLU_MT using 4 CPU threads is applied to same 

matrix equations for comparison. 

Experiment setup 

 All experiments are run on a Linux server with 

 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon quad-core CPU; 

 24 GBytes memory. 

 The GPU card on this server is Tesla C2070. 

 448 cores (32 SP/SM × 14 SM) running at 1.15 GHz 

 5 GBytes global memory. 



Numerical experiments 

UFL: Matrices from University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection. 

3D-ICE: Matrices extracted from 3D-ICE thermal simulation tool. 
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Numerical experiments 
Solving A x = b.  

GMRES: max_it=60000, restart= 32, tol= 1e−6, single precision 



Numerical experiments 
Solving A x = b.  

GMRES: max_it=60000, restart= 32, tol= 1e−6, single precision (cont’d) 



Numerical experiments 

 In the nearby time steps, the new xt is quite close to its previous state 

xt−1. Hence, to speedup GMRES, the initial guess to solve for xt is set 

using the solution of the previous time step xt−1.  

 This reduces the number of iterations significantly.  

 It only takes 18 iterations for the smallest circuit and 47 for the largest 

one. 

Transient simulation with 1,600 time steps. Runtime in 

seconds. 

Since the matrix does not change 

on transient time steps, the 

preconditioner only needs to be 

calculated once. 



Transient waveform of “therm5”. 



Numerical experiments 

Thermal profile of the 3D circuit with 

two active layers and microchannels 

and heat sink with the convective 

interface 

The flow rate inside the 

microchannels are fast enough to 

remove heat instantaneously, thus, 

the temperature distribution inside 

the microchannels is almost 

constant (difference is 0.005C). 



Summary 

 An efficient finite difference based full-chip simulation 

algorithm for 3D-ICs based is proposed. 

 Our method starts from the heat equations to model 3D-ICs 

with inter-tier liquid cooling micro-channels, and directly 

solves the resulting PDE using GPU GMRES. 

 With preconditioners, the proposed GPU GMRES solver is 

up to 10× faster than CPU-GMRES and two orders of 

magnitude faster than parallel LU in DC analysis. In thermal 

transient analysis with 1,600 time steps, GPU-GMRES has 

one order of magnitude speedup over parallel LU. 


